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The United Nations Mine Action Service (UNMAS), 

as an integral section within UNISFA, supported the 

implementation of UNISFA’s mandate in Abyei and 

the deployment of the Joint Border Verification and 

Monitoring Mechanism (JBVMM) along the 

international border. UNMAS operations reduced the 

threat of landmines and Explosive Remnants of War 

(ERW) that enabled freedom of movement for 

UNISFA, the JBVMM, civilians, and providers of 

humanitarian aid within the UNISFA area of 

responsibility (AOR) as well as contributed to the 

protection of civilians within the UNISFA AOR. In  

April 2015, UNMAS and its implementing partners 

continued field operations responding to priority 

tasks requested by the Mission. 

 

 UNMAS Route Verification and Clearance Teams 

continued operations on Al Shamman—UmKhaer, 

Goli— Al Shamman,  Dalop – Mading road, Wun 

Doup—Abior, Todach-Noong-Dokura, Awolnhom

-Agok routes, surveying 64km, verifying 14km 

and clearing 19km free of explosive hazards. 

* IF YOU SEE AN ITEM OF CONCERN, DO NOT TOUCH IT. CONTACT UNMAS IMMEDIATELY.  
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Highlights  

 Mine Action mini-marathon in Abyei with the 

participation of more than 200 personnel from 

UNISFA and UN agencies 

 64km of routes surveyed, 14km of routes verified 

and 19km of routes cleared 

 37 villages in Abyei surveyed for explosive 

hazards  

 650 abandoned ordnance items destroyed 

 175 sqm cleared of explosive hazards 

 Mines/EWR risk education for 7,290 community 

members including children. 

 

 UNMAS Multi-Task Teams and Integrated 

Clearance Teams conducted non-technical survey 

to identify potential explosive hazards in 37 

villages in Abyei. The teams also destroyed 650 

abandoned ordnance items which were part of the 

stockpile found in Agok in February.  

 During non-technical surveys, UNMAS teams 

delivered ERW and mine risk education to  7,290 

community members including children. 

Community members were informed of the 

dangers of mines and ERW as well as “do’s and 

don’ts” when encountering a suspicious item.  

 Joint Border Verification and Monitoring 

Mechanism (JBVMM) Patrol Support Teams  

remain deployed at Sector Headquarters in Kadugli 

(Sector 2) and in Gok Machar (Sector 1). During 

the month, the PSTs conducted refresher training 

and operational accreditation on patrol skill, 

communications, battle area clearance, demolition, 

and medical support. 

Explosive Hazard Risk Education for Community in Abyei 
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International Day for Mine Awareness and Assistance in Mine Action International Day for Mine Awareness and Assistance in Mine Action International Day for Mine Awareness and Assistance in Mine Action –––   4th April4th April4th April   
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* IF YOU SEE AN ITEM OF CONCERN, DO NOT TOUCH IT. CONTACT UNMAS IMMEDIATELY.  
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On 8 December 2005, the General Assembly declared that 4th  April of each year shall be observed as the International 

Day for Mine Awareness and Assistance in Mine Action. It is a special day to remind ourselves of the threat that 

landmines and explosive remnants of war are posing to the safety and livelihood of people in many conflict affected 

places around the world. It also calls for continued efforts and support to mine action to eliminate that threat, enabling 

the peacebuilding and development process in many post conflict areas.  

At UNISFA Headquarter in Abyei, the 10
th

 International Day for Mine Awareness and Assistance in Mine Action 

was commemorated with the 5km Mine-Action Mini-Marathon on Monday, 6th April. More than 200 personnel from 

UNISFA mission and other UN agencies in Abyei participated in the event. The mini-marathon was started off by the 

Deputy Force Commander, Brig. General Hintsa Yohannes. Speaking at the awards ceremony, UNISFA Head of 

Mission, Mr. Haile Tilahun Gebremariam, recognized the role of UNMAS in supporting UNISFA mandate, 

contributing to the peace keeping and stabilization process in Abyei through its clearance operations and awareness 

raising activities on landmines and explosive remnants of war.  
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“James Bond”, Daniel Craig, Becomes First UN Global Advocate for Elimination of Mines 

On Tuesday 14 April, the Secretary-General of the United Nations 

designated the actor Daniel Craig as the United Nations Global 

Advocate for the Elimination of Mines and Explosive Hazards.  

“Mine action work is an essential component for achieving peace, 

security and stabilization, and as an enabler for UN peace missions. 

Landmines, unexploded bombs and improvised explosive devices too 

often hamper humanitarian access and devastate innocent lives. I take 

great pleasure in designating Daniel Craig as a United Nations 

Global Advocate to support our work to eliminate these threats,” the 

Secretary-General said at ceremony at the United Nations 

Headquarters in New York. In accepting the nomination, Mr. Craig 

acknowledged the enormity of the task of eliminating landmines 

worldwide which requires and a lot of political and financial support. 

He signed on to advocate for UN mine action for three years.  

UNISFA Mine Action Day Mini-marathon Runners in Abyei UNISFA Head of Mission Awarded Mini-marathon Winners  

 

Daniel Craig Received the Honour Plaque from the UN 

Secretary-General and UNMAS Director 
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